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Something Else is Alive:  
Sydney and the Animal Instinct
Something Else is Alive takes its title from Ted Hughes’ masterful poem 
which is a metaphor for the creative act. Hughes’ poem acknowledges the 
hidden animus that lives inside the human imagination. Cities can function 
in the same way. They are a nervous system of flashing neurons where 
the mysteries, like those of some unmapped cerebral cortex, spark with 
animalistic possibilities.

Sydney is deeply urbane yet paradoxically wild – where a secret city of 
animals exists amongst us both seen and unseen. We are connected to the 
animal world in a symbiotic relationship that stretches from the present into 
the past. Something else is alive partly reveals this interaction, celebrating  
the animal in the city - from the humorous to the downright creepy, from  
the symbolically sacred to the secular.

The Indigenous people of Sydney co-existed with nature in a way that is 
difficult to discuss without falling back to a simplistic frame of nostalgia 
or some kind of Arcadian European ideal. Suffice to say there probably 
existed a type of pragmatic equilibrium that is both unobtainable now in a 
contemporary world city yet strangely aspirational. This aspiration is perhaps 
why we put beehives on our rooftops, why we are enamoured with online 
videos of falcons eating pigeons within the eyrie of the city’s architectural 
canyons and why we all fall in love with seals finding a safe harbour on the 
Opera House steps. Birds sweep through our skies and pick at our waste,  
cats rule social media networks, dogs are preened and prepped, and rats 
move in the shadows within close proximity.

Animals are everywhere, embedded within the built fabric of the modern 
metropolis, depicted through decoration from public art to architectural 
motifs. This symbolic bestiary is always there somewhere in the corner 
of our eye – on pediments, crests, tucked in to eaves and roundels. They 
bring us good luck and guardianship and are always watching. They perch 
expectantly and bring us back to our beginning, not unlike Hughes’ imagined 
fox, always there in ‘the dark hole of the head’. 

The animals of the city forever bubble along beside us, sometimes scurrying 
from view or hiding in plain sight, creating a primal connection back to our 
deeper selves.

I imagine this midnight 
moment’s forest: 
Something else is alive 
Besides the  
clock’s loneliness 
And this blank page 
where my fingers move.

—  Ted Hughes, ‘The Thought Fox’
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